Just above the Arctic Circle lays Jokkmokk.
A beautiful destination in Swedish Lapland to spend your vacation. The forest covered in snow,
the glassy lakes, the Midnight Sun during summer and the Northern Lights during winter are
just a few of wonderful opportunities to enjoy during your vacation.

Snowmobile event – 6 hours tour
Enjoy the ride while you share a snowmobile with your partner or
friend

Facts;
To be booked in advance
Winter season;
15th of December till 30th of March

This tour will last about 6 hours, incl. lunch, coffee break. It can be challenging to be outside for that long if the temperatures are about minus 20
degrees.

Start program; 10.00 AM
Duration program; 6 hours
(incl. instruction and change of clothes)
Price: 2650 SEK per person
(minimum 2 persons)
Additional option;
Drive your own snowmobile - plus 970 SEK

Program;
After you have met the guide you will receive a warm overall, warm
boots, warm gloves and helmet. Baklava is extra for rent if you wish, for
50 SEK.

Incl.;
Experienced guide
Warm clothes suitable for the Arctic temperatures

You will get a short instruction how to drive the snowmobile before you
will go on your way. After you feel more secure we speed up and start
heading over the frozen lakes and through the snowy white forest. Depending how the weather conditions are, fresh snow or perfect flattened
trails we can speed up or we must adjust to the heavy snow. Safety
comes always first! Since this tour is longer we also have the opportunity
to go further away from Jokkmokk.
With some luck, you see reindeer crossing the trail, or even moose might
be triggered by the sound of the snowmobiles.
Halfway we will stop for a nice lunch and fresh boiled coffee, all prepared over an open fire. A great moment to learn more about the Arctic
way of life. Enjoy the silence around you, the fresh Arctic air, beautiful
midwinter colours in the sky. It will leave a deep impression if you have
never experienced it before.
After this break we will head home, and you can choose to return to
your accommodation or you can plan a stop in Jokkmokk for some
shopping.

Meeting point; As agreed in advance
Additional option; pick up from accommodation in Jokkmokk possible - 150 SEK
Food allergies;
Please notify us if you are allergic to food or
if you are a vegetarian
Please note that we strongly advice to
buy/check your travel insurance. These
outdoor activities are sometimes considered
high risk activity and not insured.
Booking through;
Jokkmokk Arctic Dream / 076-2433646
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Payment;
Card or cash before departure

Highlights;
Experienced guide
Exiting tour through different kind of terrain
Great combination of relaxing and
experiencing the Arctic Circle area
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